Abstract-This paper develops a new video compression approach based on underdetermined blind source separation. Underdetermined blind source separation, which can be used to efficiently enhance the video compression ratio, is combined with various off-the-shelf codecs in this paper. Combining with MPEG-2, video compression ratio could be improved slightly more than 33%. As for combing with H.264, 4X~12X more compression ratio could be achieved with acceptable PSNR, according to different kinds of video sequences.
INTRODUCTION
Digital video is famous for its abundant information and vividness because of its rigid demand for the bandwidth and process power. Thanks to video coding technologies, various applications based on digital video become realizable. However, with the emergence of numerous such applications, bandwidth resource cannot meet the requirement of current needs any more. Therefore, high compression ratio is highly desired in video processing.
Blind Source Separation (BSS) provides a solution to recover original signals from several mixed signals. Independent Component Analysis (ICA) was widely accepted as a powerful solution of BSS since the past 20 years [1] . In 1999, A. Hyvarinen presented an improved ICA algorithm, called FastICA [2] . An detail overview on lots of algorithms on BSS is made and their usages on image processing are presented as well [3] . However, few researchers focused on utilizing BSS into video processing.
In this paper, we apply underdetermined BSS (meaning the number of original signals is more than that of mixed signals) to compress video sequences. A new codec defined as underdetermined blind source separation based video compression (UBSSVC) is developed. As we explained later in detail, UBSSVC has good performance on video compression. This paper is organized as follows. The next section briefly reviews BSS problem. In section III, detailed structure of UBSSVC is stated. And then section IV shows the mixed video frames separation simulation results and the compression ratio improvements of UBSSVC. Finally, section V summarizes the superior and deficiency of this video compression method. Also, future work is proposed in this section. [4] [5] [6] [7] and overcomplete ICA [8, 9] , are investigated for the underdetermined case recent years. In fact, underdetermined BSS is still a tough challenge today. , ,
II. BLIND SOURCE SEPARATION

A. Overview of Blind Source Separation (BSS)
where W is an n m × separating matrix.
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and is named after estimated signals.
Combining (1) and (2) 
where C WA = is an n n × matrix. If C I = , where I is the identity matrix, the source signals are perfectly recovered. However, it is not always the real case. For most applications, the amplitude and the order of source signals have little influence on their contained information.
Therefore, C P = is acceptable, where P is the permutation matrix. The basic framework of BSS is shown in figure 1 [3] . 
III. PROPOSED UBSSVC METHOD
The proposed UBSSVC framework combines UBSS and conventional codec together, which is shown in Figure 2 . In mixing process, n frames, ,1 ,2 , , , , 
, , ,
The encoding process and decoding process are discussed in detail as follows. Unlike the traditional scenario of the underdetermined BSS issue, mixing process is factitious in this proposed method. Thus, a specific mixing matrix A , known by both encoder and decoder, is used to mix raw video frames.
As explained above, information loss happens in mixing process of underdetermined BSS. So when choosing the mixing matrix A , efforts should be made to decrease the information loss. Thus, in different mixed frames, the weight of different original frames should be varied. As each component of a row of A can be treated as the weight of every original frame in a mixed frame, the components of a row of A should be varied largely from each other.
B. Decoder Structure
In the proposed decoder structure, received data is firstly decoded by traditional decoder; then the source recovery algorithm of underdetermined BSS is applied to recover original video sequence.
As the matrix A is known exactly by decoder, the order of separated frames is the same with that of original frames. The frames' order of recovered video sequence is not disturbed by mixing process and separating process, which is different from traditional BSS.
The key technology in this decoding process is the recovery algorithm. In this work, SCA is adopted to separate mixed frames. Therefore, the mixing process at encoder side can be described as following. 
ii) Comparing equation (5) and (6) 
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In order to validate this approach, multiple simulations are performed on four standard test video sequences: hall, container, foreman and football. The football sequence has the largest temporal variations, followed by foreman, and container ranks the third, while the hall sequence contains the most slowly scene variations. Fig. 3 shows the first frames of these four test sequences. In our experiments, the first 40 frames of each test sequence are used. Peak-Signalto-Noise Ratio (PSNR) is used to evaluate the performance of recovery algorithm. PSNR is calculated by the following formulas, where i s is estimation of i s , M and N is the width and height of frames. 
In our experiments, the mixing matrix 3 4 A R × ∈ , shown in (9) , is chosen to mix raw video sequence. The mixing process is performed as follows: continuous 4 frames are taken as source signals s , then A multiplies by s to calculate the mixed frames x . 30 mixed frames are generated after the mixing process. And then the above algorithm is applied to separate these mixed frames. To satisfy the requirement for sparsity, mixed frames are first transformed by a 2-D discrete Haar wavelet transform. SCA is used to recover the sparse high frequency components, while the recovered low frequency components are equal to multiply generalized inverse of mixing matrix A by mixed low frequency components. Fig. 4 shows the recovery results on different video test sequences. Although for some sequence, such as football, PSNR is a little low, it is still enough for monitor applications with low resolution requirements. The compression results for MPEG-2, UBSSVC+MPEG-2, H.264 and UBSSVC+H.264 are shown in table I . From the results, UBSSVC indeed can gain higher compression ratio. Combining with MPEG-2, video compression ratio could be improved slightly more than 33%. As for combing with H.264, 4X~12X more compression ratio could be achieved with acceptable PSNR, according to different kinds of video sequences. The proposed method is suitable for video surveillance system perfectly. Firstly, it can achieve higher video compression ratio to decrease the bandwidth resource utilization . Secondly, the computation complexity of mixing process at encoder side is low, which may not largely increase the power consumption, when improving the video compression ratio. What's more, the mixing and separating process of UBSS has great potential in low-complexity video compression. However, the presented new method still has more issues to be improved in our future work. Like how to improve the compression ratio gained by the mixing process and enhance the separating results of video quality.
